Monday 6th July – Friday 10th July

This week we are going to do some work based on an animated film about a guide dog who wanted to be hero, which fits in
well with our theme.
Please note:
If you’re coming to school this week, it will be exciting to do some work in school but if
you are not coming in you will do the work at home.

TASK 1 - CHARACTER DESCRIPTION
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07d2dXHYb94
1

Follow the above link and watch the film. You might
need to watch it more than once.

2

Think about the three characters and discuss with an adult.
Write a paragraph describing each of these characters. An example has been
given in the first one.

2

In an ordinary town not far from
here, Pip was born, Pip had soft,
tight brown fur, bright eyes which
twinkled with enthusiasm and a
tail that waged so fast that you
could hardly see it.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Task 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07d2dXHYb94

Watch the film again and in your own words tell your family members
about the story
Its time for you to be in the hot seat! Have your family members ask you
questions and you will answer as Pip, examiner or the trainer

Here are some examples of
fronted adverbials:completely exhausted
perfectly confident
totally overwhelmed
obviously angry
certainly amused

Now you are going to write a paragraph about how he showed his
determination and perseverance. Who was his role model? Use fronted
adverbials in your writing. Fronted adverbials are words or phrases at the
beginning of a sentence which are used to describe the action that follows.
Click on the link to learn more.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/zp937p3

TASK 3
In this task you are going to write the end of the story. Read through the example below.
Think about the following:
What is the problem?
How is it resolved?
How does your story end?

Upset and despondent, the Pip turned to walk away as a tear rolled from his eye. He felt shattered
because he thought his dreams were over. Suddenly, out of the corner of his eye, he caught a glimpse of
someone in trouble. A blind lady had got caught in some roadworks. It looked as if she would tumble to
the ground. Quick as a flash, the pup ran to her. He used all his training to grab her bag and guide
her away from disaster!
“You saved me – you really are a hero !” exclaimed the lady.
Finally, the pup was awarded his blue cape and was able to follow he dream, except he didn’t follow. He
was Pip, guide dog and leader.

Remember to:-

Choose words carefully to entertain the reader.
Write in sentences paying attention to your spelling and punctuation.
Select and use appropriate openers in your writing. (Task 2)
Extension
You have done well ! Now write a paragraph predicting what might have
happened to Pip next.

